vacation rentals

IATI provides new revenue opportunities for its registered agencies

Increase your profits as a distributor and provider!
With its Vacation Rental module, IATI will enable its registered agencies to generate
revenue streams by offering a new accommodation product and also enabling the same
agencies to distribute the content of the selected properties in their area.
Agencies can register, upload information and manage price and availability of the
vacation rental properties in an easy and effective way.
IATI travel agencies will be also able to search and shop between thousands of selected
price competitive and high quality properties around the globe.
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sales

The new travel product of ”Vacation Rentals” will be available soon in
your familiar interface under the icon of “vacation rentlas” on the IATI
Agent interface desktop.
Search, filtering, auto complete and other relevant features that have
been IATI standards will be available in the “Vacation Rentals” feature.
Agents will also receive the 24 / 7 call center support regarding that new
product.
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registering vacation rental content
IATI agencies will be able to register, upload and manage
properties from the
https://provider.iati.com
designated web interface.
Besides the web based interface, same capability will be
provided form the “iati provider” Mobile Application that
could be downloaded from App Store and Google Play.
Information on how to build an effective inventory, the
legal procedures, registration in IATI system can be
obtained from the Alternative Travel Services department
of IATI.
Properties that have been approved by IATI Quality
Control Department will be available for instant sales.
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why IATI agents ?

IATI Agents;
- Can easily create their own rental portfolios since they have valid certifications,
- Can find better products because of their local knowledge,
- Can generate better revenue with effective price and availability management,
- Has experience about travel processes and customer expectations,
- Can create advantageous products by combining properties with existing products,
- Can easily manage their portfolios with their IATI system experience.
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why IATI ?
By adding your properties to IATI Portfolio;
- Reach a wide sales network of more than 30.000 IATI agents in 62 countries,
- Maximize your profits for your properties with our intuitive and simple management modules
- Monitor your portfolio performance with advanced reporting systems,
- Get legal consultance and business tips from our experts,
- Your competitive products will be prioritized by IATI in the various distribution channels, generating
more sales.
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contact
To add vacation rental properties to your portfolio and to get legal consultancy and further details consult
your local IATI representative.

www.iati.com

